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Release Notes

Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

235676 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Home Page New user exit implemented on the home page to enable
rendering content at the bottom of the page

The new user custom method signature is
ucRenderHomePageAfter(SesameSession session).
This allows the rendering of additional content on the
home page when ABBREVIATED_HOME_DISPLAY is
set to YES.

235617 Product Bug 6.5.1.4 API & CLI The API update command replicated field values from the
first inserted repeating row

This occured when several successive inserts were made
through the API, and there were null values provided in
fields in the second and subsequent rows, but the first
row had a value for that field.  The problem has been
fixed.

235249 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Add & Edit Value with parentheses in a popup list generated an error
with the autocomplete option

This was fixed.

235142 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 General code
issues

Error in log when starting server and ExtraView was
deployed as a WAR file

This did not affect the operation of ExtraView, but the
error in the log has been suppressed.

235538 Product Bug 6.0.4 General code
issues

Issue with UTF-8 characters in user names This issue only occured with users whose names had
accented characters, and these users were inserted into
ExtraView as a result of an upsert from SSO.  This has
been fixed.

235622 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Import and Export XML migration with "RID_FILTER" element attribute fails
to correctly move the underlying layout data

This was an issue when the underlying database was
MySQL and there were related issue display layouts that
contained filters.  In these circumstances the data was not
migrated correctly to the target database.  This has been
corrected.

235636 Product Bug 6.5.1.4 Search / Report Runtime filters on Date field were not working when
runtime filter was null

With a runtime filter set at "between" two dates, and both
dates were left empty, there would be an exception in the
log file and no report was generated.  This was fixed.

Count: 7 records
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